Modernized facilities

**Albert A. Sheen Campus**

- **EVANS CENTER FACULTY OFFICE MOVES & FLIPS**: Eliminated double occupancy of faculty offices. Refurbished approximately twenty offices, four in the School of Business, 6 in the School of Education and 10 in the College of Liberal Arts and Social Sciences. The project also included a major office flip from a chemical storage room to a faculty office pursuant to and in exceedance of OSHA standards for transformation of space usage.

- **ADMINISTRATIVE SUITES ESTABLISHMENT**: Equipped the six offices of the Administrative Suites with quality and elegant furniture. Departments established in the suites included the office and the conference museum room for the VI Caribbean Cultural Center, the professional broadcast studio of WUVI, the tranquil and rejuvenating sacred space for the Center for the Study of Spirituality and Professionalism, the Human Resources Office, the Global Institute for Leadership and Management Development and the Caribbean Exploratory Research Center.

- **RESEARCH & TECHNOLOGY PARK**: INTERIOR FIT-OUT PROJECT: Completed the interior build out of approximately 8,322 square feet of space located on two floors of the RTP facility in order to house the College of Science and Mathematics. The project included the construction of twelve offices, a meeting room, two video-conference rooms, a chemical storage room and four spacious state of the art science laboratories for instruction, lab prep and/or research studies.

**St. Thomas Campus**

- **SOCIAL SCIENCE BUILDING**: A total renovation of the Social Science building on the St. Thomas campus was completed February 2014. The renovation included the infrastructure upgrade, interior and exterior repairs and refinishing, floor and ceiling treatments. The building has a number of green attributes such as LED lighting, low sheers energy efficient air conditioning units, as well as solar water heaters. The reprogramming and redesign of the spaces included ADA compliant restrooms and lounge area, a conference room and thirteen offices for the Social Science faculty. New furniture was also added in the project.